
Academic Senate November Meeting Minutes 
November 20, 2020 
Zoom 10-11:30 am 

 
Present: Raman Adaikkalavan, Justin Amellio, Tracey Anderson,  Michelle Bakerson, Oscar 
Barrau, Elizabeth Bennion, Vishal Bindroo, Vicki Bloom, David Blouin, Lindsey Brander, 
Klajdi Bregu, De Bryant, Jerin Burch, Sharon Busenbark, Joe Campbell, Joe Chaney, Kirby 
Cheng, Yi Cheng, Tom Clark, Ian Clift, Nancy Colborn, Randy Colborn,  Louise Collins, Peter 
Connor, Hope Davis,  Keith Dawson, Jenny Deranek, Carmen Dielman, Hang Dinh, Diane 
Economakis, Mallory Edmondson, Chancellor Susan Elrod, Kelcey Ervick, Diona Eskew, 
Jennifer Essig, Bill Feighery, Julie Feighery, Thom Fisher, Bridget Fong-Morgan, Hayley 
Froysland, Steven Gerencser, Christina Gerken, Rebecca Gibson, Amy Gretencord, Susan 
Haithcox, Hossein Hakimzadeh, Laura Harlow, Jennifer Hatfield, Terri Hebert, Darryl Heller, 
Catherine Herbert-Annis, Julio Hernando,  Jerry Hinnefeld, Marcy Holland, Dawn Hopkins, Tina 
Hostetler, Sean Hottois, Sharon Imes, Sungkyu Jang, Heather Jones, Sharon Jones, Lee Kahan, 
Neovi Karakatsanis, Erinn Kelley, Ashley Kelver, Beth Kern, Vincci Kwong, Brett Labbe, Larry 
Lambert, Rory Langton, Yvonne Larrier, Diane Lemanski, April Lidinsky, Carlos Lisoni, Betsy 
Lucal, Monica Lynker, Kim McInerney, Doug McMillen, Matt Mancino, Matt Marmorino, Tami 
Martinez, Jake Mattox, Mohammad Merhi, Stacie Merken, Phil Mikulak, Trisha Miller, Barbara 
Mociulski, Molly Monroe, Susan Moore, Otrude Moyo,  Jorge Muniz, Murli Nair, Shawn 
Nichols-Boyle, Maryann Oake, Bunmi Okanlami, Kwadwo Okrah, Scott Opasik, Elizabeth 
Paice, Lori Pajakowski, Anurag Pant, Sharon Pape, Sung-Jin Park, Bhavik Pathak, Connie 
Peterson-Miller, Rachel Petro, Charlotte Pfeifer, Brenda Phillips, Kristyn Quimby, Theo Randall, 
Rama Reddy, Jason Resler, Kathy Ritchie, Chloe Robinson, Kylie Rogalla, Elaine Roth, Stephen 
Salisbury, Anna Savvopoulou, AJ Schmitz, Carolyn Schult, Henry Scott, Scott Sernau, Terry 
Shepherd, Mackenzie Shireman, Deanna Shively, Matt Shockey, Jamie Smith, Cyndi Sofhauser, 
Yu Song, Tom Spencer, Kathy Sullivan, Andrew Swain, Kyoko Takanashi, Janielle Tchakerian, 
Monica Tetzlaff, Susan Thomas, John Thompson, Samaneh Torkzadeh,William Tourtillotte, Jay 
VanderVeen, Dana Vrajitoru, Josh Wells, Julie Wells, Kara Werner-Sanders, Barb White, Kari 
Wilson, Philemon Yebei, Lisa Zwicker, Erika Zynda, Lyle Zynda 
 
 

1. Senate President Elaine Roth reminded attendees to add name to chat for attendance, to 
use raise hand feature in participants category to be recognized to speak or use chat 
feature, and to suspend video to help with reception for all.   
 

2. Senate President Elaine Roth called the meeting to order. 
 

3. Approval of October 2020 Senate Meeting Minutes – Approved. 
 

4. Senate President Elaine Roth asked to add two items to the agenda.  
o Adding announcement from Chancellor after announcement of the IUSB 

Distinguished Teaching Award. (5 min added.) 
o COVID policies for students used in the spring, S/P and late withdrawal, to follow 

election of Nominations Committee. (15 min added for discussion.) 



o Motion to amend agenda.  Moved and seconded via Chat.  Approved via virtual
raised hand.

5. IU South Bend Distinguished Teaching Award announced by Vice Chancellor Doug 
McMillen: Recipient of the 2020 IU South Bend Distinguished Teaching Award: Kathy 
Sullivan, Senior Lecturer in the School of Education.  Doug and Kathy both spoke during 
the meeting.   Chat responses from faculty congratulating Kathy are recorded.

6. Chancellor Susan Elrod announced new EVCAA, Dr. Jill Pearon.  She will begin 
February 15, 2021. News release will come out today.   Chancellor Elrod asked all to join 
in welcoming Dr. Pearon, and also to join her in thanking Dr. Linda Chen for her 2 ½ 
years of service and willingness to extend her time as the Interim EVCAA.  Linda will 
return to the faculty in political science and will be on sabbatical.  Welcomed Doug 
McMillen who will serve as acting EVCAA, Dec 14-Feb.14.  Thanks also to Doug for 
stepping in to serve as the acting EVCAA.   Senate President Elaine Roth also thanked the 
Chancellor, Linda, Doug, and the EVCAA Search Committee and noted that we look 
forward to working with Dr. Pearon. Chat responses from faculty thanking Linda, Search 
Committee, and Doug.

7. Nominating Committee 2020-2021
o Senate Executive Committee submits the following candidates for the 2020-2021

Senate Nominating Committee:
• Mohammad Merhi, B&E
• Terri Hebert, EDU
• Henry Scott CLAS

o Senate President Elaine Roth asked for additional nominations from the floor.
o No nominations from floor.  Motion to close nominations and seconded via chat.
o Approved by acclimation.
o Senate President Elaine Roth thanked the Nominating Committee for their

forthcoming work.

Reminder: Senate President Elaine Roth reminded attendees to enter name into chat to serve as 
attendance, wait for a member of the executive committee to acknowledge you if you would like 
to speak, to use the raise hand feature in the participants section to notify that you would like to 
speak or use chat, and turn off video. 

8. COVID policies for students. Possibility of implementing COVID policies used in the
spring, this fall 2020.  Betsy Lucal, Interim Director of the Titan Success Center brought
this request to the Executive committee.  Registrar Keith Dawson will explain logistics of
implementation.

o Betsy Lucal opened with a brief statement about the proposal.  She spent the past
8 months of the pandemic serving as Interim Director of the Titan Success Center,
which takes a holistic approach to provide students with the support they need to



succeed in college.  Success coaches offer advice and connect students with a 
broad range of campus and community resources.   See every type of problem 
students’ encounter in their quest to earn a college degree.  From her 25 years of 
teaching Sociology and Women & Gender Studies, she knows that there are 
students who faced insurmountable obstacles before the pandemic and now many 
more are struggling. As Director of First Year Experience, teaching vulnerable 
students, there have been student issues she has never seen before. Students did 
not have the benefit of the usual in-person new student orientation; some 
experienced long delays in receiving financial aid due to a prolonged verification 
process, and first-year students faced challenges of completing classes on Zoom, 
and not being able to meet peers and professors in person. Imagine starting 
college during a pandemic.  In spring 2020, Academic Senate voted to amend the 
grade policy because of the pandemic.  Dr. Lucal is recommending the Academic 
Senate pass a similar measure for fall 2020. Conditions have not improved for our 
students.  As the pandemic rages out of control, they deserve additional 
consideration. 

o Senate President Elaine Roth thanked Betsy Lucal.  The Executive Committee
turned to Keith Dawson about the logistics of implementing these policies.

o Keith Dawson indicated that what was implemented in the spring 2020 semester
worked.  The way the S/P process was handled went smoothly on students’ side.
Follow a similar process for fall 2020.  Extension of withdrawal for students,
spring policy also worked well, and we should do the same for the fall. That
policy included the Registrar’s office checking weekly to monitor failing grades.
If we notice this, we contact Academic Affairs to let them know, to see what
should be done, reach out to the instructor,   Did not have many of those in the
spring and suspect we would not receive many this fall. Policies did go through
committees – if approved can do what was done in spring 2020.

o Scott Opasik shared the link to the policy passed in the spring 2020,
http://hdl.handle.net/10333/12273

o Vice-Chancellor Doug McMillen expressed concern about students with S/P
grades not being able to transfer courses or being negatively impacted in
applications to graduate programs or professional schools since courses with S/P
grades typically do not transfer.   Spring 2020 was an exception with coordination
within IU with regional campuses following the IUPUI S/P policy with a few
modifications, and coordination within the State with the Indiana Commission of
Higher Education who asked all public institutions to coordinate transfer policies
so S/P grades would transfer between state public institutions.  Understood this
was only for spring 2020; no appetite for this to happen again because we have
had time to prepare for the fall semester.  Spring 2020 was an emergency.   If we
go with the same policy, students need to know the current ramifications of an S/P
grade assignment for transfer and graduate program admissions.  Need to
communicate the long-term consequences to students.

o Chancellor Susan Elrod: Echoing Doug’s concerns, we need to be cautious and
coordinated.  We have shared courses with other campuses, there are the issues
raised by Doug.  Want to be very careful doing something different from the other
IU campuses.  It could be difficult.

http://hdl.handle.net/10333/12273


o Cyndi Sofhauser: Would students be able to petition later to change the grade
from S/P to a letter grade?  Keith Dawson noted that the policy in spring did not
allow this, specifically requested to avoid confusion so if we go with the same
policy used in the spring, then no, students would not be able to petition for a
grade change later.  Raman Adaikkalavan notes that the policy did allow it,
following normal procedures of going through Academic Affairs committee to
make the change. Wording is in the policy.

o Question from Steven Gerencser via Chat: How many students took advantage of
the S/P grade in the spring? Keith Dawson asked Elaine Roth for the numbers he
sent to her.  Senate President Elaine Roth notes that about 150 students used S and
about 150 used P.  Not 300 total as some students used both, so total is a little
under 300.

o Question from Susan Haithcox via chat:  What are the other campuses doing?
o Vice-Chancellor Doug McMillen asked if it would be better to extend the

withdrawal option instead of S/P?  Would that be helpful to students?
o Jay VanderVeen: student initiated policy; student has to meet with advisor and

sometimes Dean’s office.  This could rectify issues with future planning for
graduate school or professional programs.  Provides a safety net to help our
students.

o Stacie Merken chat comment: Agreed, Jay.
o Kathie Ritchie chat comment: I am more concerned about our first year students,

who have not had the normal experience that allows them to properly integrate
with the campus.

o Lee Kahan chat comment: The problem is that extended withdrawal has financial
aid implications that I do not think the S/P has.

o Kathie Ritchie chat comment: Yes, Jay, That was my thought too.
o Josh Wells: good point, Jay.
o Regarding the policies of other regionals, Senate President Elaine Roth notes that

no other regional is using the S/P policy for the fall 2020.  It is worth noting that
IU South Bend used the S/P policy much more in the spring, twice as much than
the other regionals.  IU Northwest Faculty Senate meeting today and will be
discussing extending the automated late withdrawal for their students.

o Question from Josh Wells via chat: about breaking down the data to see how
many of those students in the spring were first year?  Senate President Elaine
Roth notes that Keith Dawson may be able to do that but it was not in the original
breakdown of data she reviewed. Keith believes we can obtain this data if needed.

o Question from Matt Marmorino via chat: D and C- classes, typically don’t
transfer so changing these to P would not hurt.  It is just the S that matters?  Keith
Dawson notes that P is just for the C- to D, true, but we don’t know what the other
universities/educational institutions would do with a P.  Would not transfer a D or
C-.  Would most likely question the P and most likely the S as we are one of the
few universities that uses both.  Could lead to questions for students
transferring/going to grad school.   Would depend on the university they are
transferring to or where they attend graduate school.

o Betsy Lucal chat comment: We didn’t have 800+ new first-year students who
started in the spring. We do have that now.



o Vincci Kwong chat comment: If students are stress out and just need more time to
complete the course, will Incomplete be an option for them?

o Vice Chancellor Doug McMillen chat comment: One concern is that we have had
many students withdraw already this semester and will not have this option.

o Senate President Elaine Roth Senate recommends charging the Senate Academic
Affairs Committee to make a recommendation.  One possibility for how we could
proceed.

o Connie Peterson Miller reported that in reviewing transfer policies at other
schools like the University of Michigan, they are set up to receive S/P grades  that
other schools (University of Michigan) set up to receive S/P grades from transfer,
even C- in some cases for Winter, Spring, Summer 2020.

o Parliamentarian Carolyn Schult indicates we can divide the question.  Vote on late
withdrawal now but send the S/P issue to a committee that is a possibility.

o Chancellor Susan Elrod recommending more thought about the S/P grades before
implementing. Asking for more conversation and coordination.   How long we
will be managing hybrid instruction modes is uncertain, as is the end date.  What
are we doing to help students?  Are there other things we can do to help students.
To find out we have been conducting focus groups with students and gathering
information to figure out what we can do to help students be successful.  Many
situations beyond any help we can provide in a pandemic.  Would like to see more
deliberation about the grades.

o Vice Chancellor Doug McMillen – Given how late in the semester we are looking
to implement the S/P grade change, it is not fair to students who have already
withdrawn from courses due to pandemic and modality of courses.  In excess of
200 students have already done a complete withdraw from the semester, a
significant number of students have withdrawn from classes.  Assumption that the
withdrawals are due to the effect of the pandemic as well as the modality of the
courses, and if we pass the grade policy this late, it is an opportunity that these
students never had and it will only be available to a select few students at the end.
Concerned about the fairness of implementing a grade policy at this time.

o Stacie Merken chat comment: Comparing to other regionals, we have move
students, therefore the percentage would make sense to have more students than
other regionals.

o Shawn Nichols-Boyle chat comment: How would this affect academic probation?
o Josh Wells chat comment: We have talked about what’s happening in the IU

system, is there any sense about how much this S/P issue has persisted nationally?
Answer from Hayley Froysland via chat: It was about 150 students each for S and
P, but some were the same students asking for an S in one class and a P in another
class.

o Mallory Edmondson chat comment agreeing with Vice-Chancellor Doug
McMillen’s comment.

o Elizabeth Bennion chat comment: Are we supposed to discourage students from
taking electives and independent studies with an S more generally? My
undergraduate and graduate institutions had S/U options and I never heard a
single word against them especially for doing classes outside your field, PE
classes, music performance courses, etc.).  As advisors, we need to know if we are



somehow disadvantaging students by encouraging them to do S/U experiences 
outside of their comfort zone in normal semesters. 

o Anurag Pant chat comment: I like the idea of extending the W period.  Also, if we
have to help students in the C-/D range, let’s just pass the Policy, not need for S.

o Josh Wells chat comment: I agree with Doug regarding fairness; however, I just
got off the phone with a student who is concerned about her grades because all
her children were exposed by a COVID positive family member. Students who
dropped may have never had any chance of passing, but they are an enigma we
will never know. I think we should focus on what we can do for students right
now.

o Stacie Merken chat comment: Agreed, Josh
o AJ Schmitz chat comment: In the issue of fairness, then, should we be discussing

these policies extending to cover spring (2021), just so they are in place and no
need to discuss it late in the game.

o Matt Marmorino chat comment: Less extreme may be an extended grade
replacement policy beyond 3 courses/10 credits to include some additional
COVID classes.

o Keith Dawson chat question: Do we know why the other regional campuses are
not looking at the S/P policy?

o Betsy Lucal chat comment: What makes this unfair? I do not understand.
o Shawn Nichols-Boyle chat comment: This was the first semester for most

students and faculty to have fully online semester.  That would not be the case
next semester, so this should be the last time-although we would still be dealing
with COVID.

o Matt Shockey chat comment: Doug’s point seems like it should carry the day –
totally unfair to students who have already dropped.

o Josh Wells chat comment: Doug’s point is important.  Maybe we should make
sure the policy continues for however long our campus is on a pandemic footing.

o Susan Haithcox chat comment: Please consider each unit and the differences with
DCHS.

o Senate President Elaine Roth notes in response to Keith Dawson’s question that
most of the other regional campuses held a similar view to those expressed by
Chancellor Elrod and Vice Chancellor Doug McMillen and therefore chose not to
adopt these policies.

o Senate President Elaine Roth recommends best way to move forward is to charge
the Senate Academic Affairs Committee with a tight deadline to report back to the
Executive Committee who will report back next week.   Jen Kazmierczak we will
get in touch with you about this tight deadline.

o Senate President Elaine Roth thanked everyone for weighing in.  Thank you to
Keith and Mica and to all the people who did the behind the scenes work in the
spring to pull off all of those policies.  It is very interesting to think about all these
different considerations all of which are focused on how to help our students.
Many different ways to do so.

9. Senate Teaching Committee



o Maryanne Oake –Senate Executive committee asked for guidance from the Senate
Teaching Committee on the development of additional personalized eXplorance
Blue questions for fall 2020 addressing the online course format many have
adopted this fall during the COVID-19 pandemic.

o The committee was asked to share these questions with faculty who could then
consider including them as personalized questions.  Faculty can use the ones
suggested or make their own.

o The normal eXplorance Blue questions will still be used and these questions can
be added if faculty chose to do so.

o The questions compiled were adapted from Santa Clara University on student
feedback of online courses. This included a list of evaluation questions
categorized under learning and interaction/communication.

o These questions are optional and faculty can choose whether to use these
questions.

o Slide shown pertains to questions about student learning.  The wording in
brackets in question number four should be modified depending on which
learning resources you use in your course.  Please modify as you see fit.

o Slide showing options for questions on interaction/communication.  These
questions are optional to use in eXplorance Blue.  Please note question number
one should be modified depending on which tools you use in your course for
student engagement.

o Please feel free to choose what you like or create your own questions.
o Short answer questions are also encouraged to allow you to know what did or did

not work in your course this semester. Short answer questions are course
dependent.

o Student evaluations for summer and fall 2020.  At the most recent UFC executive
committee meeting, IU Bloomington campus raised the possibility of once again
allowing the circulation of student evaluations to be optional as they were for
spring 2020, as we continue to shift more courses to online formats during this
pandemic.

o Views were mixed.  Some felt faculty were still struggling to deliver material they
never planned to teach online – view mostly from IU Bloomington.  Others felt
regional campuses were more experienced with online formats, like at IU South
Bend which has been excellently supported by UCET.

o The Senate Executive committee requested the Teaching Committee consider and
make a recommendation on the option of individual faculty choice to share
summer and fall 2020 eXplorance Blue reports.  The committee discussed student
evaluations and the pros and cons of whether to allow the option of reporting
student evaluations this summer and fall semester.  The committee elected to
support the proposal to give individual faculty the option to share summer and fall
2020 eXplroance Blue course evaluations.

o All students will receive a student evaluation through eXplorance Blue but it is up
to the course instructor on whether or not to share the evaluations and this will not
impact consideration for merit or teaching awards.

o Last time the committee will support a recommendation like this about teaching
evaluations.  Spring 2021 evaluations will count.



o Motion from the Senate Teaching Committee:
 Given the ongoing disruptions caused by COVID-19, course questionnaire

results from both Summer 2020 and Fall 2020 semester courses shall not
be required to be reported beyond the level of the individual instructor.
Not submitting the results shall not affect instructors negatively during
their annual and other campus reviews (e.g., PT&R and awards).

o Senate President Elaine Roth thanked the Teaching Committee for their work and
important contribution to this unique semester.  This motion raised at the October
Academic Senate meeting and posted in the agenda, arrives moved and seconded
from the Senate Teaching Committee. Is there any discussion of this motion?

o Susan Haithcox: I agree that we should have the choice of using our student
evaluations or not but would encourage that we include those comments, not to be
used against us, but for future data purposes if needed to show differences
between then, now, and the future.

o Cyndi Sofhauser: If we are not giving students consideration, why should we give
ourselves a consideration?

o Stacie Merken chat comment: Agreed, Cyndi
o Betsy Lucal chat comment: Consider the irony if we passed this policy because of

“ongoing disruptions causes by COVID-19” but did not provide similar relief for
students.

o Tracie Merken chat comment: Exactly, Betsy! I just said that out loud.
o Kathy Ritchie chat comment: I agree Betsy!
o Elizabeth Bennion chat comment: So three full semesters would not count even

for consideration of teaching awards?
o Anurag Pant chat comment: IUSB: how will this affect TTA criteria
o Kim McInerney chat comment: I would like to open consideration for this for

spring 2021 as well - some of us will still be teaching classes online that aren’t a
good fit for that platform.

o Sharon Jones: not having teaching evaluations for an entire year, spring, summer,
and fall may not be helpful for someone trying to go up for tenure/promotion on
teaching excellence.  It will be difficult to do that without student feedback.

o Kim McInerney: While we are getting better at online classes, some of our classes
are not meant to be online but have to be online because of the pandemic.  Next
semester, teaching race, gender, and media class online.  Second time teaching it
in the spring.  It is a discussion forum class so teaching this in the spring is going
to be a big learning curve for me.  Support the option to not use teaching
evaluations from this summer and fall as well as spring 2021.

o In Clift chat comment: My comment is that these evaluations are useful to chairs
and program directors for the purpose of programmatic evaluation as well.

o Jay VanderVeen chat comment: Repeating Betsy's comment so that people don't
miss it as chat scrolls by.

o Jenny Deranek chat comment: I agree, Ian - especially adjuncts for evaluation for
potential growth and continued teaching.

o Josh Wells chat comment: Agreed.
o Susan Haithcox chat comment: Right, that is part of my point.



o Kathie Ritchie chat comment: Ian, yes.  I have faculty who want to still teach
online after we "go back to normal" but I want to see the evaluations to know if
we should continue with online courses more.

o Shawn Nichols-Boyle: Elizabeth, you can still choose to use your evaluations for
that reason like teaching awards, you just don’t have to.

o Jay VanderVeen chat comment: Remember, feedback from students is not gone,
just voluntary.

o Shawn Nichols-Boyle chat comment: There are other ways to gauge teaching
excellence—faculty narratives, course materials, peer review, etc. that could be
used for PTR purposes

o Diane Economakis chat comment: Could we also solicit letters from students for
teaching awards and PTR?

o Matt Marmorino chat comment: Would the evaluations be sealed from viewing by
administrators or just not used for promotion and awards?

o Jay VanderVeen chat comment: Thanks, Shawn, Not just “could” but SHOULD.
o Shawn Nichols-Boyle chat comment: Exactly, Jay!
o AJ Schmitz chat comment: Shawn and Diane raise good points
o Stacie Merken chat comment: Shawn and Diane – thank you!
o Vice Chancellor Doug McMillen – Concur with Sharon Jones to use evaluations

for PTR.  Agree to adding additional questions to get feedback.  Student
evaluations give a snapshot of the semester but also the progression and things of
that nature in terms of promotion and even reappointment.  Spring semester, have
the evaluation; add those other questions and get comments, then use that to
modify courses.  Can see the progression from what happened in the fall going
into the spring, but then note improvement in the spring.  We are all in this
together and all face the same type of challenges.  Understand that some courses
are more conducive to going online than others.  As faculty we all recognize that
some will have more challenges in terms of the pedagogy.  Not as sympathetic to
teaching courses and not have evaluations submitted.

o Kathie Ritchie: Teaching evaluation should not rely totally on Student
evaluations.  We need to have multiple forms of judging our teaching.

o Ian Clift chat comment: the student voice in evaluating new methods of teaching
is extremely important in planning future efforts programmatically, this is one of
the few ways that programs can get these comments.

o Carmen Dielman chat comment: Student evals are only a portion of PTR.
Showing that we are making an effort toward teaching online will be more
valuable.

o Bunmi Okanlami chat comment: I think we may be surprised by the value of the
students’ feedback and how it may be telling of how faculty coped in a time of
unusual stress. The evaluations may be more needed at this time than we think.

o Carolyn Schult – Student evaluations are flawed, not good measures of teaching
effectiveness, especially questions that focus so much on the instructor lend
themselves to bias.  There are other ways to show teaching effectiveness and to
show student learning besides course evaluations.  Progression can be shown in
materials without having these numbers.  Course evaluations are not good.



o Sharon Jones chat comment: Absolutely, agree student evals are only part of the
picture.

o AJ Schmitz chat comment: Indeed!
o Mackenzie Shireman chat comment: I agree Bunmi
o Chat comments from many thanking Carolyn and in agreement with her point.
o Doug acknowledges this but indicates that if we don’t have other processes in

place as part of our evaluation process on a regular basis such as peer teaching
evaluations, until we have those firmly in place for everyone we still need to rely
on teaching evaluations as a tool.  Will be okay if at some point in the future we
did not use teaching evaluations in terms of the evaluative process for faculty, but
we need to make sure some other robust thing is in place that we are utilizing.

o Sharon Busenbark chat comment: One difference is faculty should have been
cognizant of difficulties student might encounter and, hopefully, would have
made some provision/concessions in developing their classes for fall.  This was
highly encouraged.  Therefore, it doesn't seem comparing students to faculty an
apples-to-apples comparison.

o Catherine Hebert-Annis chat comment: So many of our students are reluctant
online students, are they going to be biased against our mode of instruction no
matter how much thought we put into modifications?

o Kim McInerney chat comment: It’s also important to note that there are some
faculty that are more vulnerable than others on student evaluations - those of us
who are not on tenure track

o Senate President Elaine Roth thanked Carolyn for her work on the all IU
committee that is looking at recalibrating teaching evaluations.  The other
regionals have chosen to not adopt this policy because they are invested in having
student voices continue to be a part of the information.  Move to close
discussion/seconded via chat.  Vote through poll.  Senate President Elaine Roth
reminded attendees that only voting members of the senate should vote.

o Poll results reported by Senate Secretary Susan Thomas: 85 yes to have the
choice/37 no, continue to use course evaluations. (2 votes received through chat)

o Senate President Elaine Roth thanked the committee for their work on this issue
and to Susan Thomas for the fast poll.  It is worth noting that this will be a choice
for faculty this semester.  Faculty can chose circulate course evaluations or not.

o Steven Gerencser chat comment: Recount!!!
o Betsy Lucal chat comment: Yet students don’t get to choose whether to report

their grades for this semester...
o Brenda Phillips chat comment: Please have academic units upload these policies

to their business continuity plans for the next time they are needed.
o Shawn Nichols-Boyle chat comment: This should definitely be considered heavily

as we continue to debate student choice of grades
o Josh Wells chat comment: I want to emphasize Betsy's point. I feel uncomfortable

that we've prioritized ourselves.
o Cyndi Sofhauser chat comment: I agree as well!
o Elizabeth Bennion chat comment: Ditto
o Catherine Hebert-Annis chat comment: I agree with Betsy
o Stacie Merken chat comment: Ditto to Betsy and Josh!



o Matt Marmorino chat comment: True - but oh what a joy to write (and read) our
annual reports :)

o Senate President Elaine Roth noted that at the October Academic Senate meeting,
De Bryant mentioned how important it is to document these decisions and keep
them in circulation so that years from now when faculty submit dossiers everyone
still remembers that we adopted this policy.  The Executive committee will ask
Senate PTR committee to consider creating and posting a statement to that effect
so that we will remember.

o De Bryant chat comment: Hear here.

10. Senate General Education Committee
• Motion from General Education Committee regarding general education requirements for

transfer students.
• Co-Chairs, Mallory Edmondson and Vincci Kwong presenting.
• Co-Chair Mallory Edmondson notes that being transfer friendly is an important

opportunity for our campus during pandemic and as we face the expected enrollment cliff
in the next five years.  The committee reviewed the historical rational for existing
policy/process/procedure and developed a proposal submitted with the meeting agenda.
The current policy was provided at the bottom of that distributed document for reference.
The Committee streamlined existing policy to minimize a complete overhaul of current
practice.

• Statewide Transfer General Education Core (STGEC) -statewide policy.  Each state
institution is required to offer a general education program of at least 30 credit hours that
addresses these statewide competencies and associated learning outcomes.  A student
who satisfactorily completes STGEC core at an Indiana State educational institution and
then transfers to another Indiana institution will not be required to complete the statewide
general education requirements at that institution.

• Senate President Elaine Roth notes this motion arrives moved and seconded by General
Education Committee.  Floor opened for discussion.

• Request to show the motion.  Co-Chair Mallory Edmondson posted during discussion.
• Betsy Lucal chat comment: When I was co-chair of Gen Ed, we were working to

DECREASE the burden of Gen Ed for transfer students. Now it seems like we would be
increasing it. Am I missing something?

• Lee Kahan – STGEC part of this proposal makes a lot of sense.  Concerned that it seems
like transfer students will have to take more credit hours for the streamlined general
education and there is a higher threshold of credits for that streamlined gen ed.  Worried
that this will have negative impact on ability to recruit transfer students, increase time to
degree, and it could have negative financial aid implications due to that increase in credit
hours.   Professional advisors present.  Discussed at a CLAS professional advisor meeting
this morning.  They have a more fine-grained sense of these implications than I do and
invite them to expand on these issues.

• Lee Kahan chat comment: Agreed, Betsy.
• Hayley Froysland– echo Lee’s concerns.  Served on gen ed committee in the past where

there have always been considerations about lowering the number of credits required for
transfer students.  Would like to hear from the professional advisors.



• Raman Adaikkalavan chat comment: Just to add. Our campus did not meet our incoming
transfer goals this fall.

• Julie Wells.  It is a complicated situation. With 56 credit hours moved to 60, the 56 tends
to gives more indication that students may be eligible, even with an Associate degree.
Associate degrees difficult to identify in our student records system. A lot of time if a
student has an associate’s degree, not all of their credits will transfer, either because of
grade lower than c or an introduction to college class or an internship.   Some of those
courses do not transfer.  The 56 gives them more leeway.  Also knowing what type of
Associate degree would help because it is not identified in the policy.   Not all Associate
degrees are recognized right now as giving gen ed waivers.  The Associate of Applied
Science degrees don’t typically have students complete a full gen ed program so we don’t
allow those for gen ed waivers unless they are bringing in 56 credit hours or more.   The
other thing is that this does increase the number of credits for those transfer students;
before would have had to completed reduced gen ed of 18 credit hours. It could end up
being 21 or 22 credits if they need to take the information literacy course to meet this
requirement versus a tagged course.

• Kathie Ritchie chat comment: I agree.  As an adviser, it can be a nightmare to figure out
what counts and what doesn't.  I would like to see reduced credit hours needed!

• Vice Chancellor Doug McMillen. Reviewed the policy in the Strategic Enrollment
Committee and support 45-credit hour transfer policy.  Strategic Enrollment Committee
feels we have a well-structured gen ed curriculum that provides an excellent
comprehensive education from literacy skills to the breadth and depth of understanding in
an interdisciplinary way through the common core; designed for the first year
undergraduate.  Want to make sure transfer students are impacted by our gen ed program.
We need to do so without having too burdensome of a requirement.  Even our current gen
ed program of 56 credit hours shows too many of our transfer students courses do not
meet our gen ed requirements.  Does not honor the transfer student experiences and their
courses from other institutions, as Lee pointed out it increases time to graduation, results
in additional credit hours above 120, has financial aid implications for students, and it
certainly discourages students from transferring to IU South Bend.  We hear this from
IVY Tech students who do not want to transfer to IU South Bend because their credit
hours will not be honored. The Strategic Enrollment Committee felt these issues are in
large part due to the uniqueness and specificity or our gen education program which has a
narrow list of courses to fulfill fundamental literacy areas, and some have only one
course that fulfills that area. The common core is wonderful but unique to IU South Bend
so transfer students’ courses often fail to meet the common core requirements.  Other
campuses like IU East have a distribution approach to general education so they will have
five to six credit hours in scientific ways of knowing, six credit hours in social and
behavioral ways of knowing, and six credit hours in humanistic and artistic ways of
knowing. They are much more flexible in accepting transfer credits that meet their gen ed
requirements and as such they have a good reputation as being transfer student  friendly.
IU South Bend not known as being transfer friendly.  Not arguing against gen ed but we
need more flexibility in our transfer rules.  Support 45 credit hour proposal for reduced
gen ed. 69% of transfer students come with less than 60 hours.  This policy of 45 would
honor students’ previous work yet require them to meet a substantial proportion of our
general education requirements.  It would be a benefit to our students and their



progression to a degree, and make us more transfer friendly.  From a financial standpoint, 
it could help us attract more transfer students to IU South Bend, which is becoming more 
and more difficult due to the declining number of students, for example, going to IVY 
Tech that is down more than 20% in terms of their number of students over the last 
couple of years.  More and more competition to get transfer students to attend 4-year 
institutions.  We need to be more transfer friendly. 

• Betsy Lucal chat comment: Yes!! 45 hours is what we were looking at as well.
• Matt Marmorino chat comment: I'd like to see a series of transfer-levels.  So some rules

at 30 credits.  More generous rules at 45 credits.  And then move up to the 60 credit rules.
• Kim McInerney chat comment: When we were looking at other IU schools we were the

lowest in transfer credit requirements - we found 60 plus the norm.
• Lee Kahan chat comment: Our transfer admits were down this year. Given our need to

increase enrollment, it seems we would want to make ourselves more attractive to these
students, not less.

• Stacie Merken chat comment: Agreed, Lee.
• Chancellor Susan Elrod.  Agrees with Doug’s comments.  We are working so hard to

increase enrollment.  It is vital to the institution to find a way to balance our requirements
and make it a seamless, barrier free process for all of our students, especially transfer
students.  IVY Tech enrollment dropping so we need to open up opportunities for transfer
students and make it easier to help those students meet education goals, to be a part of our
university, to make good timely progress, and graduate in a timely manner. We need to
help them make good progress toward graduation and graduate on time.  We receive
funding from the State for performance measures that include on-time graduation.  We
should make decisions that will honor our curriculum but make it as easy as possible for
students to come here, progress, and graduate.

• Jerry Hinnefeld chat comment: I also favor a lower credit hour threshold -- 45 sounds
good to me.

• Steven Gerencser chat comment: Could Doug explain the 45-credit proposal from SEM?
• Ian Clift chat comment: I echo that request from Steven.
• Kathie Ritchie chat comment: In addition, other campuses accept certain classes in areas

(eg. psychology can count as a science) that we don't!
• Stacie Merken chat comment: Yes, Kathy--agreed.
• Theo Randall chat comment: I agree with Doug.
• Mallory Edmondson chat comment: Doug, are you requesting to amend the motion for

45?
• Stacie Merken chat comment: Can Doug explain the 45 credit proposal?
• Senate President Elaine Roth notes that Doug’s 45 credits for transfer student is coming

as a friendly amendment. Need to see what that will look like. Several have
recommended via chat sending motion back to committee to consider comments.

• Bill Feighery chat comment: Mallory, I will offer the 45 as a friendly amendment.
• Scott Opasik chat comment: I move we send back to the committee to consider comments

made today.
• Raman Adaikkalavan chat comment: I move/second to send this back to the committee,

and charging them to work with senate AA committee, professional advisors, and also
transfer specialists in our campus. Also present the comparison to other campuses.



• Cyndi Sofhauser chat comment: Agreed.
• Hayley Froysland chat comment: I agree with Doug, and so many others. This will create

an undue barrier for transfer students! When I sat on the Gen. Ed. Committee we wanted
to reduce it to 45 credits for transfer students.

• Shawn Nichols-Boyle chat comment: I move that it go back to committee
• Anurag Pant chat comment: move to send back to committee
• Shawn Nichols-Boyle chat comment: second
• Hope Davis chat comment: I am assuming that this policy excludes TSAP transfers?
• Senate President Elaine Roth thanked the General Education Committee and the

Advisors.  We will make the chat log available so they can see those comments.  Will be
good to see what the 45-credit proposal will look like from the Strategic Enrollment
Management Committee.

• Co-Chair Mallory Edmondson notes that this will be a tight deadline in February to get
this in to the Bulletin for fall of 20-21.

• Senate President Elaine Roth notes that we will review again at February meeting.  Will
circulate revised motion so we have a chance to consider in advance and be prepared to
vote on this at the February meeting.

11. University Faculty Council Executive Committee (UFC) Update - Scott Opasik, UFC
Representative

• Update to ACA – 52, Permanent Separations for Academic Appointees.  The Proposal
would add one sentence to define involuntary separation for serious personal misconduct.

• That sentence is: In order to dismiss an academic appointee in less than one year because
the appointee is deemed guilty of serious personal misconduct, the conduct must pose an
ongoing threat to the safety and security of the university community, constitute repeated
acts of the same form of misconduct, or have resulted in a felony conviction.

• The policy to dismiss an academic appoint for serious personal misconduct goes back to a
1969 Board of Trustees policy. Yet, serious personal misconduct was not defined in that
policy.  This is an attempt to define serious personal misconduct.

• Updates on Other Groups

A. UFC Faculty Affairs Committee
• This is a standing committee of the UFC
• Just scheduling first meeting
• IU South Bend’s representative is Kwadwo Okrah, a member of the Senate

Faculty Welfare Committee

B. Sustainability Committee
• This is a new, system wide committee, but not UFC committee
• There is a pre-planning group to organize the entire group. The plan is to work

through Campus sustainability groups, such as our Sustainability Center.



• Their goals are to go beyond just carbon emissions; for example, they would also be 
working on food waste on campuses. 

 
C. Human Resources Advisory Committee.  This is a new committee, but not a UFC 

Committee 
• Draft Charge: As Human Resources decisions have major impacts on the lives of all 

of the faculty and staff communities at Indiana University, the Human Resources 
Advisory Committee (IU HRAC) will be the main point of communication between 
IU HR and the IU faculty and staff community for purposes of soliciting feedback on 
HR decisions before they occur, providing feedback on policies in development, and 
to provide recommendations on HR actions/activities that need to happen and policies 
that need to change.   

• Membership: 9 faculty, 9 staff, and representatives from HR (At least Director, 
Assistant, and others as needed to address specific HR questions) 

• Each regional campus will be represented by either a faculty member or staff member 
• IUSB representative is Karrie Jean from Academic Affairs 

 
• Elizabeth Bennion chat comment: On behalf of the Faculty Welfare Committee, I want to 

thank the Executive Committee for using a meeting format that allows all participants to see 
each other's comments and questions, and offers participants an opportunity to participate via 
the chat room or verbally. This type of transparency, and two-way communication is critical 
and best approximates our pre-pandemic meeting structure. 

• Senate President Elaine Roth chat comment: Thank you, Elizabeth, and thanks to the Faculty 
Welfare Committee for raising these issues with the Executive Committee. 

• Senate President Elaine Roth thanked Scott, Okrah, and Karrie. Elaine also noted that ACA 52 
is currently being reviewed by the IU South Bend Policy Committee and the IU South Bend 
Faculty Misconduct Committee.  
 

12. President’s remarks – Elaine Roth 

Acknowledge the strangeness of this holiday season we are heading into.  It will feel weird to 
spend Thanksgiving with only our immediate pod rather than the larger circles of friends and 
family that we might typically enjoy and it will be usual to share images of food on Zoom 
instead of actually passing food around the table.  I hope it will be possible that going for a walk 
six feet apart from friends and family can feel like the festive part of the day.  In that spirit, I 
really appreciate Susan Thomas’ initiative to organize a virtual wine and cheese tasting that 
recently brought a number of people together.  It would be great if we can continue to create 
events like that in these next few winter months as we navigate camaraderie and safety during 
these uncertain times.  I hope that during this strange moment we will be able to serve as 
resources to each other.   

13. Announcements: 
• Nancy Colborn – Library Prize for undergraduate research.  Deadline February 12, 2021.  

As you end the semester or thinking back to May, if you have students who have 



completed a great research assignment/project, please encourage them to apply.  Library 
prize website: https://library.iusb.edu/about-us/awards/libraryprize/index.html 

• Josh Wells: December 4th Federal Agencies Grants Landscape Workshop with CERES 
and Indiana University Proposal Development Services.  PDS excited to use us as a test 
case for making outreach to the regional campuses and to start designing programs for 
regional campuses based on us.   Many federal agencies have grants and contracts that are 
very competitive for faculty at campuses like ours.  Thank you.   

• Federal Agency Grants Landscape: Approaches to finding funding for IUSB faculty 
  
Learn how to identify and acquire funding from sources such as NEA, NEH, NSF, NIH, 
NOAA, DoD, DoE, HRSA, PCORI, and beyond … 
  
Many federal agencies have funding sources for which IUSB faculty are competitive, for 
sponsored research, humanities projects, STEM and cultural education, public 
engagement, and more. 
  
Join IU Proposal Development Services for a webinar about recognizing funding 
opportunities, discussing your ideas with program officers, and how Proposal 
Development Services can help you personally navigate the entire process. 
  
Friday, December 4th @ 1pm, on Zoom - https://iu.zoom.us/j/82802720337 
  
Register please - https://go.iu.edu/3pVj - Registration is not required, but registration in 
advance will help the hosts prepare an experience tailored to your interests. 
 

• Mallory Edmondson, Encourage anyone teaching an existing course to have tagged for 
FYS for fall 2021, does not have to be a common core course, please email the gen ed 
committee to begin proposal process.  We will be working with Besty Lucal as the 
Director of FYS on all proposals.    Deadline for proposals for tagging existing courses as 
FYS is February 1, 2021 for Fall 2021 tagging. 

• Betsy Lucal chat comment: Feel free to contact me if you’re interested in developing a 
FYS! I’m happy to assist. We need to TRIPLE our offerings for next fall - it will be the 
first time FYS is required for first time students. 
 

• Erika Zynda, Deans’ Seminar today at Noon.  Sharon Jones speaking about her research, 
“Grounded in Trust: Practice, Research, Theory.”  Information in Daily Titan or email 
Erika. 
 

• Chancellor Susan Elrod: EVCAA News Announcement: 
https://www.iusb.edu/news/?p=9189 
 

• Jorge Muniz:  School of the Arts working at arts events, not able to have them in public.  
Have made them available to the whole community through new portal, 
https://am.ticketmaster.com/southbend/RaclinArtsOnline#/   Can see some of the events.  
More to come.  Welcome to visit them and enjoy some of the lectures, presentations, and 
concerts we have been working on in the school of Arts.  

https://am.ticketmaster.com/southbend/RaclinArtsOnline#/


 
• Kathie Ritchie chat comment: Yesterday, I heard your students singing in the garage!  It 

was wonderful to hear! 
• Charlotte Pfeifer chat comment: Thank you Jorge 

 
• Elaine Roth announced that Susan Thomas will serve as Interim Dean of the Library 

beginning spring 2021.  Congratulations!  Will miss her on the Senate Executive 
Committee but look forward to working with her as Dean of the Library.  

• Many chat comments of congratulations to Susan (Thank you!) 
 

• Carolyn Schult: UCET has opened up another round of the Teaching with Technology 
Grants.  Deadline Dec 7.  https://iu.instructure.com/courses/1683073/pages/awards-and-
funding-ucet-teaching-with-technology-grant 

Motion to adjourn.  Adjourned at 11:18am. 
 
Senate President Elaine Roth thanked everyone and hopes everyone has a safe and festive 
holiday season. 
 

 
 

 


